MegaH®
The First Scientifically Proven Dietary Supplement for Hydration and Blood Cleaning
MegaH contains the active ingredient Silica Hydride, a compound known to positively affect the
“zeta potential” of blood cells. Zeta potential (ξ ) is the electric potential, or charge, that exists a

hydrated particle and the surrounding solution. Zeta potential is an important and useful indicator of
this charge which can be used to predict and control the stability of colloidal suspensions. The greater
the zeta potential the more likely the suspension is to be stable because the charged particles repel one
another and thus overcome the natural tendency to aggregate. Thus, zeta potential is an electrical
charge that describes how “clumped together” – or how far apart cells are. By changing the electrical
charge of a cell, the cell will either be more attracted to or repelled by neighboring cells.
Increased zeta potential has many positive health benefits. More zeta potential means more
surface area for cells. Toxins, viral matter, fungi and bacteria trapped between cells can be
flushed out more easily. And more importantly water more easily enter cells. Water is arguably
the most vital component of anti-aging, life extension and the removal of free radicals and waste.
The following test has been performed and replicated by many with the same results. It provides
conclusive evidence that MegaH is an extremely powerful contributor to good health.
PHOTO 1 below shows a microscopic view of a blood sample from a subject with low zeta
potential. The blood cells are clearly clumped together and there are waste elements trapped
between the clumped blood cells. Note the clumping effect may be the result of dehydration from
caffeine, alcohol, heat and stress, all commonly found in people today.
The subject was given 500 mg of MegaH (or two 250 mg capsules) mixed with 8 oz of water.
Twenty (20) minutes later another blood sample from the subject was immediately viewed under
a microscope as seen in PHOTO 2. The blood cells are evenly dispersed indicating high zeta
potential. The substances trapped between the cells have been cleared out and the surface area
of the cells has increased exponentially allowing more nutrients into the cells and more toxins to
be taken out.
PHOTO 1
(before – clumped cells)

PHOTO 2
(after – evenly dispersed cells)

MegaH is the only known supplement to rapidly increase zeta potential to this degree.

